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Copy of Board’s letter 

No.57/W3/SG/80 dt. 18.4.59 

from Sri D.P.Purang,Dy.Director Signals/Rly.Board to GMs,All Indian Railways.

Sub: Method of slotting in the Goods Yard.
Ref: Item 418 of the 28th meeting of the signalling and interlocking standards committee.

A copy of the above mentioned item with the resolution and Board’s order thereon was
forwarded to the Rly’s vide this office letter of even No. dt.25.11.57.  A question has
been raised whether only one slot lever could be utilised for providing separate slot from
the cabin at the far end of each individual reception line.

2.There is no objection in having only one slot lever, provided a separate slot for each individual reception
line is arranged by electric selection circuit through the slot lever and the points levers from the cabin at the
far end.  Necessary mechanical locking between the slot lever and other points levers in the far end cabin
should be provided to enable there out to be set and locked for the line nominated by the SM.  Separate
indication in the facing cabin for slots for various goods lines should however be provided.  Separate
groups of lines are provided in the goods oyard so that when reception is arranged in one group
simultaneous movements could continue in the other group.

3.This also disposes of letter No.N/229/1/71 dt.27.2.59/2.3.59 from the CSTE/North Eastern Railway, to
the Director(S&T).

*Modified vide Board’s letter
Nos.76/W3/SG/A/3 dt.19.5.76 and
76/W3/SG/A/3 dt.16.2.77.



GOVERNMENT OF INDIA
MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS
(RAILWAY BOARD)

No:85/W3/SG/G/9., New Delhi, dt.11.09.1985.

The G.Ms(S&T)/All Indian Railways.

Sub: Intermediate block signalling.
Ref: Board’s letter No.77/W3/SG/G/11 dt.4.1.78.

On a reference received from W.Railway, the matter has been reviewed and the Ministry of Rlys.
have decided that in partial modification of the letter under reference, para 4 of this letter may be submitted
by the following:

*4. It is essential to ensure that every such case of a train passing IBH in the ‘on’ position, after
waiting for five minutes, should be detected by means of proper circuits, and it should be ensured, by
suitable indications and emergency operations duly recorded on counters, that the last stop signal and the
IB signal cannot be taken ‘off’ for a third train unless the second train which had passed the IB signal in the
‘on’ position, has actually arrived at the station ahead and its complete arrival is verified there.

It should be explocity made clear in the station working rules that under such circumstances, the
SM at sending station shall not take action to despatch the third train, unless the second train, which passed
the IBS in the ‘on’ position has actually arrived and its complete arrival is verified by the receiving
station”.

This also disposes of W.Rly’s letter No.216/11/45 dt. 20.4.1985.

This receipt of this letter may please be acknowledged.

Sd/- Kalyan Singh,
Joint director(S&T)-III/Rly.Board.

Copy to C.C.R.S. Patiala House, 16-A,Ashok Marg,Lucknow-226001 with 15 spare copies for information.



GOVERNMENT OF INDIA
MINISTRY  OF  RAILWAYS
RAILWAY  BOARD.

No.57/W3/SG/85, New Delhi, dt. 6-3-1969.

The G.M.s/All Indian Railways.

Reg:-      33rd meeting of Sig. & Int.Standards Committee-Item    560 
               interlocking or catch sidings..

Vide Bd’s letter of even No.dt. 28.11.60, it was advised that in respect of item(b) of the above
recommendation, the Bd.have been decided as under:-

“Item (b) stopping of the train at the first stop signal.
It is not necessary to stop the trains at the first stop signal, before the points leading to the catch
siding are set for the main line, when the line on which the train is to be received is clear and line
clear has been obtained for the Block Section ahead and the train is to be received on the main
line. In all other conditions, a train must first be brought to a stop at the first stop signal before
the catch siding points are set for the main line and the reception signals lowered”.

2. The matter has now been reconsidered and the Bd. have decided that the instructions already
issued in respect of item (b), as indicated above, may be substituted by the following:-

“ Item (b) - Stopping of train at the First Stop Signal.
It is  not necessary to stop the trains at the First Stop Signal if the following conditions are
satisfied .
i) The line on which the train is to be received is clear and the train is to be received on the main
line.
(ii) The points leading to the catch siding as well as all the points required for a run-through train
are set for the main line *immediately after”(correction letter from Bd, at file No.4/552) granting
line clear to the Block station in rear.
(iii) Line clear has been obtained for block section ahead.
(iv) The gradients in the block section ahead are such that the train can brought under control
easily.
v) Warner signals in the lower quadrant signalling territory are not taken ‘OFF’ and distant
signals in MAUQ Signalling territory are maintained in ON aspect.

   Sd/-  J. N. Sikka
          Dy.Director , Signals.



EASTERN RAILWAY

No:SG/115/2/11, Calcutta,dated the 24.8.93.

C.O.P.S.,C.M.E.,C.E.E.,C.S.T.E.,/CON.,
C.S.E./CON,DRM/SDAH/HWH/ASN/DHM/DNR/MGS/MLDT.,
Sr.DSTE/SDAH/HWH/ASN/DHN/DNR/MGS
DSTE/MI.DT.,M.S.W/HWH
Principal, S&T,Trg.School,LLH,MLDT.

Sub: Non-interlocked working of cabins-speed limits and restrictions.

A copy of Director/Signal/Rly.Baord's letter No.86/W3/SG/SEM/1 dated: 1.3.93 is docketted
below for information and necessary action please.

Sd/-
(S.Chowdhury )

for Chief Signal & Telecom Engineer.

No.86/W3/SG/SEM/1 Dated: 1.3.93.

Following ammendments may be carried out regarding para 1014 of IRSEM-Reprint 1984:-

(i) Replace para 1014-1(a) with the following -

(ii) 1014.1. Instructions of working of Traffic During overhauling. - (a) When a leverframe.  S.M.'s
control frame or interlocked key box or any other interlocking frame, is being overhauled, the station must
be worked in accordance with special instructions to be issued by each Railway to ensure full compliance
with G.R. 3.38 & 3.39.  The special instructions should inter-alia stipulate the clamping and padlocking of
point in accordance with G.R.3.38 & 3.39 and that the Station Master shall be responsible for ensuring that
all the facing points over which the train will pass, are correctly set, clamped and padlocked and that all
trailing points over which the train will pass are correctly set before taking 'off' signals.  The manner in
which Stations Master will ensure this must be clearly laid down.detailed temporary working instructions
for each Station shall be prepared by the Divisional/District Operating Manager,as per Annexure'A', for
each phase of the work and supplied to the Station before  Overhauling is  commenced. 

(iii) Replace para 4 of Annexure 'A' to para 1014 with the following

(iv) Working of traffic-
 
 No train shall be permitted to run through and not more than one train movement shall be permitted at any

one time through the affected area, i.e. the area under the control of the cabin being overhauled.
 
(i) The driver shall receive a 'caution ' order at the last stopping station instructing him of the speed

restriction of 15 kmph at the Station where non-Interlocking work is in progress.
 
(ii) Only after the traffic official has assured himself that the line has been correctly set and locked for

the required movement as per pull charge may be permit the signals to be taken 'off' for the
reception or despatch of a train.

 
(iii) To ensure that the traffic official posted in charge of the ………….cabin has given his permission

for the train movement and to prevent conflicting movements being carried out, all controls and



slots must be operated as under normal conditions before signals are taken 'off' for the reception or
despatch of a train.

 
(iv) When clear of the affected area trains will be worked under normal condition.
 
(v) The issue of caution orders and the imposition of speed restrictions shall remain in force until the

interlocking frame has been tested by the authorised official and normal working is resorted.

NOTE: This amendment to IRSEM-1984 Reprint would be valid till issue of Part II of revised Signal
Engineering Manual.

Sd/-
( K.D.Sharma)
Director/Signal
Railway Board.



GOVERNMENT OF INDIA
EASTERN RAILWAY

No:SG/115/2/11, Calcutta,dated the 24.8.93.

C.O.P.S.,C.M.E.,C.E.E.,C.S.T.E.,/CON.,
C.S.E./CON,DRM/SDAH/HWH/ASN/DHM/DNR/MGS/MLDT.,
Sr.DSTE/SDAH/HWH/ASN/DHN/DNR/MGS
DSTE/MI.DT.,M.S.W/HWH
Principal, S&T,Trg.School,LLH,MLDT.

Sub: Non-interlocked working of cabins-speed limits and restrictions.

A copy of Director/Signal/Rly.Baord's letter No.86/W3/SG/SEM/1 dated: 1.3.93 is docketted
below for information and necessary action please.

Sd/-
(S.Chowdhury )

for Chief Signal & Telecom Engineer.

No.86/W3/SG/SEM/1 Dated: 1.3.93.

Following ammendments may be carried out regarding para 1014 of IRSEM-Reprint 1984:-

(ii) Replace para 1014-1(a) with the following -

(ii) 1014.1. Instructions of working of Traffic During overhauling. - (a) When a leverframe.  S.M.'s
control frame or interlocked key box or any other interlocking frame, is being overhauled, the station must
be worked in accordance with special instructions to be issued by each Railway to ensure full compliance
with G.R. 3.38 & 3.39.  The special instructions should inter-alia stipulate the clamping and padlocking of
point in accordance with G.R.3.38 & 3.39 and that the Station Master shall be responsible for ensuring that
all the facing points over which the train will pass, are correctly set, clamped and padlocked and that all
trailing points over which the train will pass are correctly set before taking 'off' signals.  The manner in
which Stations Master will ensure this must be clearly laid down.detailed temporary working instructions
for each Station shall be prepared by the Divisional/District Operating Manager,as per Annexure'A', for
each phase of the work and supplied to the Station before  Overhauling is  commenced. 

(iii) Replace para 4 of Annexure 'A' to para 1014 with the following

(iv) Working of traffic-
 
 No train shall be permitted to run through and not more than one train movement shall be permitted at any

one time through the affected area, i.e. the area under the control of the cabin being overhauled.
 
(vi) The driver shall receive a 'caution ' order at the last stopping station instructing him of the speed

restriction of 15 kmph at the Station where non-Interlocking work is in progress.
 
(vii) Only after the traffic official has assured himself that the line has been correctly set and locked for

the required movement as per pull charge may be permit the signals to be taken 'off' for the
reception or despatch of a train.

 
(viii) To ensure that the traffic official posted in charge of the ………….cabin has given his permission

for the train movement and to prevent conflicting movements being carried out, all controls and



slots must be operated as under normal conditions before signals are taken 'off' for the reception or
despatch of a train.

 
(ix) When clear of the affected area trains will be worked under normal condition.
 
(x) The issue of caution orders and the imposition of speed restrictions shall remain in force until the

interlocking frame has been tested by the authorised official and normal working is resorted.

NOTE: This amendment to IRSEM-1984 Reprint would be valid till issue of Part II of revised Signal
Engineering Manual.

Sd/-
( K.D.Sharma)
Director/Signal
Railway Board.



GOVERNMENT OF INDIA
MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS

RAILWAY BOARD

No:77/Safety/(A&R)/29/23/Pt.I,  New Delhi, dt.2.8.88.

The General Managers,
All Indian Railways.

Reg: Exchange of Private Numbers.

Some of the Railways have come up to the Board with a suggestion that the procedure regarding
exchange of private numbers between the Station Master and the Gateman at interlocked gates should be
dispensed with.

The matter has been examined in detail and it has been decided to give up the system of exchange
of private number at interlocked traffic gates within station limits only.

Please acknowledge receipt of this letter.

DA: Nil.

Sd/-
( T.A.Subramaniam)
Director/Safety-II.



GOVERNMENT OF INDIA
MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS
(RAILWAY BOARD)

No.62/W3/WT/115, New Delhi, dt.18.10.1968.

The General Managers,
All Indian Railways.

Re: Typical signalling arrangement for interlocking of level crossing gates outside
station limits.

Board’s orders on item 582 of the 34th signalling and interlocking Standard Committee(1961)
recommendations were communicated by DG RDSO under his letter No.ST/G/PTP dt.2.11.62 and
drawings No.RDSO/1435-1439 showing the typical arrangements,were also sent.

2 The typical arrangements shown in these drawings are as under:-

i) MAUQ Territory – On both single and double lines, a distant and stop signals are provided, the
stop signal is provided with a “G” marker and is located at 6—ft from the level crossing and the
distant signal is located at 2200 ft(minimum)from the stop signal.

ii) Two aspect lower quadrant territory –

a) Single line sections with speeds of 45m.p.h. and below-one stop signal with a ‘G’ marker at 1320
ft.from the level crossing with a warning board at 3170 ft.in rear in either direction.

b) Single like section with speed higher than 45 m.p.h. – One stop signal with a ‘G’ marker located at
600 ft. from the gate with a Warner signal located at 2200 ft(minimum) in rear of the stop signal in
either direction.

3) On reconsideration of the case, it has now been decided that the following arrangements only
should be catered for at level crossing gates.

i) Multiple aspect territory both colour light signalling and upper quadrant.

a) Existing installations: Stop signal at 180 metres from the ate and a distant signal at 670 metres or
960 metres where already so provided in rear of the stop signal.

b) Future installation: Stop signal at 180 metres from the gate and a distant signal at 1 Km in rear of stop
signal.

ii) Two aspect territory.  A stop signal at 400 metres (1320 ft.) from the gate and a sighting board at
960 metres(3170 ft.) in rear of the gate signal.  It is not necessary to cater for two conditions of
speeds e.g. above 45 m.p.h. and below 45 m.p.h. in two aspect territory as most of the main line
sections with speeds above 75 m.p.h. are being provided progressively with multi-aspect
signalling.



4.        This disposes of Central Railway’s letter No.Rech.34/LOG/117 dt.27.2.68.

1. The receipt of this letter may please be acknowledged.

Sd/-
( J.N.Sikka )
Dy.Director Signals,
Railway Board.

Copy to all concerned.

*Instructions modified vide
Bd’s letter No.68/W3/5/4 dt.25.5.79 & 20.9.80.
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